Mopar flathead truck forum

The Chrysler flathead engine is a flathead automotive engine manufactured by the Chrysler
Corporation from through the s. Chrysler introduced a straight-four derivative of their new
Flathead straight-six in Initially used by Chrysler, the straight-four was fitted to Plymouth and
Dodge light trucks beginning in , lasting in production through The original version displaced
This was only produced in , with displacement reduced to After the introduction of the Plymouth
brand in , the base engine was enlarged to It also equipped Dodge light trucks in â€” It was
enlarged again to A small-bore version was developed for export markets in , with a narrower
bore which brought the RAC rating down from 21 to For the bore was made a little slimmer yet,
bringing the tax horsepower rating to just beneath There were essentially two lines of flathead
inline-sixes made by the Chrysler Corporation. There is one exception to this: when Chrysler
established an engine foundry in Windsor, Canada in , it was decided to only use the long block
for all Canadian-built engines. These engines received a trailing "C" in their designation,
becoming P8C for example. Thanks to judicious dimensioning, the Canadian and cubic inch
engines had nearly identical displacement to their American cousins. The last automotive use of
the Chrysler flathead inline-six was in It was replaced by the much more efficient OHV slant-6
the following year, which appeared in most Dodge trucks starting in The flathead remained in
production until the early s for industrial and agricultural use. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Redirected from Chrysler Flathead engine. This article has multiple issues.
Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the talk page. Learn how and when to remove
these template messages. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. This article possibly contains original research. Please improve it by
verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements consisting only of original
research should be removed. March Learn how and when to remove this template message.
Motor vehicle engine. Chrysler Slant-6 engine Polyspheric engine. Standard Catalog of Chrysler,
The big book of Massey tractors. Vancouver : Raincoast Books. A-Z of Cars of the s. Categories
: Chrysler engines Inline-six engines Gasoline engines by model Inline-four engines. Hidden
categories: Articles needing additional references from March All articles needing additional
references Articles that may contain original research from March All articles that may contain
original research Articles with multiple maintenance issues Articles with short description Short
description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from March Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Add links. Chrysler Corporation.
Plymouth PA export model, 89 built [1]. Plymouth PB export model, 58 built [1]. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Chrysler flathead engine. I have two old flathead 6 motors that
were sitting outside for at least a couple decades. Needless to say they are pretty rough shape,
but I have a flathead 6 in my Dodge Business Coupe. Therefore I am looking to see if I can get
one running engine out of these two. I have a number of parts etc, and am somewhat hopeful
that I have a chance of success. What can people tell me about this motor? There is a number
stamped on the side of the block C22C C22 is a Chrysler Royal six cylinder. Part of a series of
engines made from or 38 up to the early seventies, used in Chrysler and DeSoto cars until , in
Dodge trucks until and in Dodge Power Wagon military vehicles until also Chrysler industrial
and marine engines possibly as late as A version of this engine was used in Canadian made
Plymouth, Dodge, DeSoto and Chrysler cars and Dodge trucks - Cars and possibly later in
trucks. They made millions of these engines and there are still plenty in service. They are a
simple engine and parts are available. A company called Vintage Power Wagons has a lot of
NOS parts, but you can get practically anything you need from your local auto parts store it may
take them a couple of days. You could take the head off and see if the cylinders are rusted up. If
not, a rebuild should be a cinch. If they are it will be more difficult but they have very thick
cylinder walls and you should be able to rebore and fit new pistons if the block is not cracked.
This gives you a cu in engine like postwar Chrysler and DeSoto and many Dodge trucks. This
engine will bolt up to your 38 Dodge transmission. You may have to relocate the front motor
mounts 2" forward and move the radiator a similar amount. Some frames are even drilled for the
different mount location. The Chrysler engine is 2" longer than the Dodge 25" vs 23". This
makes a good swap if you want a little more oomph. They used this same block in Canadian
Dodges. Once completed I have no idea what to do with it afterwards. But one step at a time.
Your tips are very helpful as the last time I rebuild an engine was 40 years ago. Since the same
engine will fit Plymouth, Dodge, DeSoto and Chrysler cars and Dodge trucks, if you rebuild the
motor it shouldn't be too hard to find a car to put it in. It is also possible to do a mild hop up
without spending a lot of money if you are handy. The advantage of this is, stock size pistons
are the cheapest. You could have a lot of fun with such an engine in a Plymouth or Dodge

coupe. Or you might find a chassis and build up a speedster or raceabout. The long stroke
crank and rods will fit your block. But, these engines are somewhat rare being only made for a
short time more than 50 years ago. If you want to know what one of those engines is capable of,
see this report on nearly , miles in a DeSoto Suburban 8 passenger sedan by the original owner.
If it can make it in this pound whale your car will be child's play. My favorite part "at 70 MPH it
smooths out like a perfectly balanced turbine". This long stroke engine in a car with gears
towing a trailer. Parts prices are getting considerably higher in my opinion. Machine shop costs
too. If you are looking to learn, tear one of your engines apart. Then measure the cylinders and
crank for wear. Perform a valve grind. All new gaskets and seals. Rebuild the carb. Check timing
chain, replace if needed. New rotor, cap, points, condensor, coil, sparkplugs and lead wires. The
flathead Chrysler is easy and cheap to rebuild as such things go. Then looking around for a
cheap Plymouth or Dodge with a sour engine. Maybe something like a 53 Plymouth hardtop or
even a prewar coupe, whatever turns up. It seems if I watch the for sale ads a deal turns up
every month or 2. You could put together a fun little car for not too much money. Those old
flathead sixes are foolers, on paper - HP isn't very impressive but the long stroke and
accompanying broad powerband makes driving so easy and gives them a lot of punch
especially at low to medium RPM where you appreciate it in normal driving. Thanks, that is my
plan - the learning part. After taking the head off there was a lot of rust in the cooling system,
the pistons are shot, but the cylinder walls seem smooth and not pitted, so hopefully a polish
should suffice. I really appreciate all the comments, and history on this motor as I like telling
people stories about the car and how it runs when it is at the various local shows. In looking at
the engine that I currently have in the vehicle it is stamped AP I was previously told that the
motor is not original, but I would like to get some indication of what it is. Any insights??
Definitely a Chrysler Corporation engine. It may have a factory replacement block number on it.
Is that "AP" number stamped on the boss under the cylinder head? It's apparently stamped on
the upper left hand side of the block under the head. I haven't seen it personally, but asked the
body man to tell me what was stamped in that location. This is what he told me, however I may
need to take a run out to validate what he is looking at. Very interesting article. Chrysler
products are well-Engineered vehicles, but are not given sufficient credit for their simplicity and
reliability. AP isn't a Chrysler serial number. It may be a casting number or some such. The
system they used was a letter, and a 2 digit number, to identify the model, then the serial
number. They did deviate from this system for - Dodge truck engines but none used an AP
prefix so far as I can tell. That extra 2 inches of engine length doesn't sound like much until you
start compensating for it after it is in the car. I swapped a Chrysler 6 into a '36 Plymouth waaaay
back when I was 15 or 15 years old and still remember what a bad idea it turned out to be. I don't
think there was room in the front sheet metal to move the radiator forward without a lot of
cutting and fabrication and some other issues, enough so it never got finished. It taught me a
lot about making assumptions and has been a recurring memory. Better to rebuild your existing
engine that is running with nice shiny bores, not pitted from lying out in the weather. When I
think of engines lying outside I think about pits that won't come out and the chance of a
"smoker". Funny thing about rust pitted cylinders. An old time mechanic told me how he
overhauled an International truck during WW2 that had been left outside with the head off. The
cylinders were pitted with rust but he had no choice but to hone them and put the engine
together with new rings and the old pistons. During the war there were no new trucks to be had,
and even parts were in short supply. The engine burned oil for the first thousand miles then
settled down and ran like new. Several years later he had it apart for a valve job and noticed the
pits were filled level with hard carbon and polished smooth. Saw a similar situation in the late
80s. A GMC six cylinder pickup truck that had been out of commission for several years. The
engine was stuck but we freed it up for a customer and got it running. It ran well but burned oil.
After a year or so we tore the engine down and found the rings stuck in their grooves and a ring
of rust on each cylinder where the rings came to rest and rusted up while it was sitting. We
honed it with a bottle brush hone and put in new rings and it ran fine and burned no oil. There is
no point in messing up a good thing. The crank also seems to be in fine condition, but time will
tell. Funny thing about old mechanics And they love an audience. I'd say depression and WWII
era were about the worst of them. There is a shelf right above my computer with a set of
McGraw Hill mechanics textbooks I bought in Guess what inspired me to buy them. That 2"
longer engine will bite you right when you need it most. Oh, this picture is concurrent with the
time I owned that Plymouth. The Plymouth was parked behind. You have to use your judgement.
Big deep pitted areas that can snag the rings, no good, you have to bore the cylinders. A few
pin head size pits scattered around, nothing to worry about if you are putting an engine together
for casual street use. There is a bit of rust at the top of each cylinder wall where where the top
of the piston was sitting, but even that feels like it can get honed out. If the cylinders are good

and the crankshaft is good it should not cost much to put together a real nice motor. In doing a
bit more research on the engine that I am rebuilding, not the one in the car itself I found this on
Wikipedia:. There is one exception to this: when Chrysler established an engine foundry in
Windsor, Canada in , it was decided to only use the long block for all Canadian-built engines.
These engines received a trailing "C" in their designation, becoming P8C for example. I realize
that only I would find this fascinating, but the trailing 'C' in the number is starting to make
sense, and maybe by some fortuitous stroke of blind luck, they might actually fit together when
push comes to shove and I decide to put it into the vehicle while I rebuild the existing motor. If
your Dodge was made in Canada it has the Chrysler based engine. Same block as Chrysler but
different bore and stroke. I have attached a couple photos. Any insights on what motor is
currently in the vehicle? I have done some preliminary research and coming up blank, but still
looking That is not the original engine. Someone put in a US Plymouth or Dodge type engine.
The number is hand stamped and does not match any known Chrysler product. The engine may
have come from some kind of industrial application. If you want to know what size it is, you can
measure the stroke thru a small pipe plug on the head, over the 6 piston. This was made so you
could find top dead center at tuneup time but can also be used to measure the stroke of the
engine. Unscrew the plug, drop a screwdriver down the hole, slowly turn the engine by hand
and you can measure the difference between top and bottom piston position. Be careful of
using a plain wire and don't drop it down inside the engine, best to bend a loop in the end so it
can't fall down the hole. You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a
new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here.
Recommended Posts. Posted February 23, Link to post Share on other sites. Posted February
23, edited. C22 is the designation for a Chrysler. That second "C" may be a shallow stamped
"0". Edited February 23, by keiser31 see edit history. How good do you want it? Awesome info Thanks! Watched this one back in the 's, wonder it it had the same engine? Edited February 23,
by keithb7 see edit history. Posted February 24, Just now, '38 Dodge Mel said:. Tim22 38 Posted
February 24, Tinindian 1, Posted February 24, Posted February 24, edited. That makes sense. I
think the body man read something wrong or was looking in the wrong spot. Posted February
25, Posted February 25, edited. Edited February 25, by 60FlatTop see edit history. Posted
February 27, Posted February 28, edited. Edited February 28, by '38 Dodge Mel Added a picture
see edit history. Posted February 29, Is it just me or does that alternator look like it needs
another bracket to align it better? Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be a
member in order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account in our
community. Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now. Followers
2. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. The Jalopy Journal. Terms of Service. Privacy Policy. Log
in or Sign up. Atomic Industries Register now to get rid of these ads! The H. I'm planning on an
automatic 4 speed behind it Sorry for the ton of questions here, I just want to get the facts
straight. Thanks for lookin- Happy Holidays, Bob. Modeljunkie , Dec 8, Sactownog likes this.
Start off with a chrysler or desoto to get away from the crank issue. I built a pretty gnarly motor
from a Dont rev above about 4k unless you inprove the bottom end oiling. I'm no expert but
would think those HP numbers are a bit high for the smaller flathead that you have. The big
block flatheads would be a better option for numbers like that. I have a slightly hopped up in my
47 Plymouth and can say the best thing I did was get an overdrive trans from an early mopar.
Really keeps the RPM down when cruising down the interstate. They are all about the old
flatheads Good guys too. RAR , Dec 8, They made the version of your motor until Newer is
usually better. You might find one with a Powerflit 2 speed automatic. So as much oil goes to
the cam bearings as the mains and rods. The fix is to tap the feed to the cam and install a
restriction. Then the crank gets what it needs. RichFox , Dec 8, I will suggest swapping a larger
25" Chrysler or DeSoto. You will need the extra torque to drive the ac pump and depending on
which 'auto' trans you plan to use you may have additional hp losses there. There are several
threads regarding these engines, rule of thumb, if you build a you will end up pretty close to a
stock , if you build a , you will end up pretty clost to a stock , if you build a , you will have
something. I have a built that I have driven on several long distance trips, it has been reliable,
and fairly economical. So if you are going to spend the money to build an engine start with a
The chrysler and Desoto versions are 2 inches longer so they are not a direct bolt in, at the
minimum you need to move the radiator forward, you may need to notch the front crossmember
to clear the crank pully. And yes they do not like high rpms, you are talking nearly 5 inches of
stroke for the larger engines. Which in and f itself makes higher RPMS an excersize in piston
friction. Do a search for material here and look at the p15 D 25 forum. For all stuff mopar flat six.
Strange that this subject came up and you described the real problem and the fix. Just
yesterday I was in a shop where an old timer is working on a '49 or '50 Dodge. He said the very
same thing you just did. At 74 and having hung around auto shops for 62 of that, I'd never heard

this until yesterday and now again today. Dale Fairfax , Dec 8, I figured a larger cubed block
would be a better choice As far as the max revs are concerned, I didn't know it was as low as
only rpm The trans in question, at the moment, would either be a GM r or the r4 since I can only
find one adapter for the back of the block for either of those two in 4 speed auto transmissions
I'd kind of prefer to keep it all mopar, but I haven't seen any mopar 4 speed auto trany adaptors
for the flathead 6. If using, say, a cube block, what's the modded HP that I could really expect?
Factory peak HP was at , to suggest that the rev limit is only higher is somewhat dubious. The
factory used to take engine of the line and strap them into test stands, and then run them at for
50 hours, against a load. So they are not as frail as some would have you believe. But are you
going to make a full race engine for the street, not likely, so you up the compression by milling
the head and maybe decking the block, you open up the intake, with etiher a 2bbl set up
available from the factory in or 2 singles Going much past k is pretty futile but you don't build
them that way. My engine is a 56 , 30 over, milled, dual carbs and single exhaust. It pulls the car
around pretty smartly, climbs hills with little or no effort and gives me 19 to 20 mph this withthe
stock 3 speed and the stock 4. I do believe that are a couple of folks that make an adapter for a
torque flite, and if you look real hard you maybe could find a 55, 56, 57 doner car or truck with
the powerflite, which was the engine that preceeded the torque flite. Egge has rebuild parts, and
Terrel Maching in Terrel texas also carries rebuild parts and so does Vintage Power Wagons.
Last edited: Dec 8, The rear is a modern ford 3. I bought the car cause it didn't have a modern
v8. Tons of torque It would be perfect with a r or the like. Never any overheating Now I'm not
singing but it runs Mobil 1 and after 3, miles oil change time it still hasn't used any oil knock on
wood I'm not singing etc The builder originally had a 3. The 3. The overdrive drops it about. I
don't know about mounting it in your car I can get his name if you are interested. RichFox , Dec
9, No matter which moter you choose to build,i think its great your keeping it mopar Mopar Jack
, Dec 9, I worked on them back in the day. They were not a bad engine, but did not have much
torque. The problems I seen was with the lower end. The rod bearings went out before most
cars of the time. I would go with the Chysler 6 they also used that engine in trucks, marine, and
industrial. Much stronger engine that looks a lot like the Plymouth, or Dodge. George Miller ,
Dec 9, Last edited: Dec 9, Modeljunkie , Dec 9, The cube block, is that one of the 25" motors? I
can pocket the firewall too if need be. Is there a place where I can find a good rebuilt or
rebuildable block I've seen a lot of the flahead 6s here and on you tube, but around here where I
live they're non existant Anyone have any lincs to online sources for motors. Chyrlers, dodges
and desoto had longer wheelbases than plymouth, that difference was between the cowl and the
centerline of the front wheels. Which do you think accepts the longer engine with the least
hassle??? If I were you i would be looking for a late model or industrial , with an. I have to
disagree with the fellow who suggested they are low on torque, it is their forte. I can slow down
to about 10 miles per hour make a hard turn and then pull a substantial hill easily in third gear.
My dad's old portable welder had a mopar flat 6 in it. In the Army I put many miles on the old M
dodge powerwagons with the bigger Got home from the service to get a job where my service
truck was It'd go MPH all day long with no complaints and with the low gearing I pulled many a
fully loaded 1 ton ford outta the ditches I have respect for these engines. Rocky , Dec 9, PLYM
46, when you get the time, can you measure the length of your block for me, just for a reference
point for length? This is simply measuring the head length. Modeljunkie , Dec 10, US Some later
Plymouth mid year 54 and newer used a 6 bolt flange. Some Dodge drive shaft flanges are
thicker than Plymouth and some dodges. Dodge bellhousing are deeper than Plymouth to
accomodate the fluid drive unit, Dodge transmissioin input shafts are longer than Plymouth
when equiped with fluid drive. Most Dodges from 41 through 55 will have fluid drive, some
Desoto and very few Chrylsers were not equiped fluid drive. All mopar flat 6 setup use the
bellhousing as the mounting and locating assembly. Bolting to a frame chrossmember in cars
and to the frame rails on trucks and industrial applicatioins. As noted sometimes it is as simple
as moving the radiator to the front of the support, others will require modification of the front
crossmember, and swaping of the oil pan and oil pump pickup. Confused yet??? Last edited:
Dec 10, Now that Plym 46 is about as informative as a short reply can get! Well yea, without
going into the 33 inch HD truck blocks Wouldn't be suprised if there weren't some up in grain
growing country. If you are looking for the bigger 6 cylinder I have one. The engine is all new
from top to bottom. The block has been bored. The crankshaft was machined to. New oil pump
and screen. Both new timing gears and chain. Like new camshaft with new lifters. New valve
guides and good valves. New valve cooling tube and water pump. You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Atomic Industry Our Affiliate Link Policy. Twitter Instagram. All topics discussing
mopar cars from the late 30's to late 50s. Chrysler, De Soto, Dodge and Plymouth cars with

stock flatheads to highly modified are welcome! All topics discussing mopar trucks from the
late 30's to mid 50's including "W", "B" and "C" series. Job Rated, Pilothouse or Forward Look
and bone stock or modified this is your forum! Use this forum to post threads of interest not
mopar car or truck specific. Religious or political threads are not allowed and will be deleted.
They will be automatically deleted after 30 days. Club announcements, membership info
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rmation and events. A fellow forum member go out of their way to help you or a remembrance
is needed? This is the spot to share the information. We have placed cookies on your device to
help make this website better. You can adjust your cookie settings , otherwise we'll assume
you're okay to continue. Terms of Use. All Activity Home Forums Start new topic. PD24 Forum
All topics discussing mopar cars from the late 30's to late 50s. Technical Archives Frequently
asked technical questions of common repair and maintenance topics. Forum Announcements
And Feedback Forum announcements including new features, scheduled downtime and
information about outages. Off Topic OT Use this forum to post threads of interest not mopar
car or truck specific. Recognitions and Remembrances A fellow forum member go out of their
way to help you or a remembrance is needed? Upcoming Events Apr Sign In Sign Up. Important
Information We have placed cookies on your device to help make this website better. I accept.

